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Abstract- In this paper, a new motion-compensated frame rate up-conversion (MC-FRUC) method is proposed. The 
proposed algorithm decomposes each frame to a hierarchical structure and estimates motions between two adjacent frames at 
the top level using unidirectional motion estimation. These motion vectors (MVs) are refined with motion estimation (ME) 
of small search range in the lower levels. False MVs; especially in the edge area, are detected using the variance of residual 
values and corrected by weighted sum of neighboring MVs. These MVsare assigned to the block grid of interpolated frame 
to avoid holes and overlapped regions. As a result, average peak signal-to noise ratio and structural similarity were increased 
up to 2.9 dB and 0.015, respectively compared with other methods, and computation time was reduced. 
 
Index terms- Frame rate up-conversion, motion estimation, motion vector smoothing. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The technique increasing frame rate by inserting new 
frames between original frames at the receiving end is 
frame rate up-conversion (FRUC). In the beginning, 
original frames are just copied, and used as new 
frames; however, motion compensated frame rate up-
conversion(MC-FRUC) method has been developed 
in recent years [1]-[3]. Main techniques of MC-
FRUC are motion estimation (ME), motion vector 
smoothing (MVS), and motion compensated 
interpolation (MCI).  

Motions in adjacent frames are estimated in ME 
process, and there are two frequently used methods in 
this step; unidirectional motion estimation (UME) 
and bidirectional motion estimation (BME). UME 
finds motions in the view of the original frame; on the 
other hand, BME does it in the view of interpolated 
frame. UME finds more accurate motions than BME, 
but holes and overlapped regions are generated in the 
interpolated frame. BME does not generate these 
artifacts, but it can cause false MVsbecause it detects 
position that has minimum sum of absolute 
differences (SAD) value based on the interpolated 
frame.  

Several papers attempted to take all advantages of 
these two methods; in [4], MVs estimated by 
unidirectional methods are assigned to the block grid 
of interpolated frame in the same position, and in [5], 
a new method for assigning MVs from unidirectional 
MVs to bidirectional MVs was proposed. These 
methods, however, have high computational 
complexity because full search algorithm was used.  
In this paper, assigning method in [5] is used, but 
four-directional hierarchical motionestimationmethod 
in UME is proposed to reduce complexity. 

In MVS process, false MVs are detected and refined. 
Several papers proposed their MVS methods; in [4], 
detection method using mean and variance of 

neighboring MVs and correction method using 
weighted sum were proposed, in [6], occlusion 
detection and MV correction methods using current 
motion information were proposed. These methods 
can cause errors when the current block is located at 
the edge regions, or original motion in current block 
is not correct. In this paper, to detect false motions 
especially in the edge areas, detection method using 
the variance of residual values in current block and 
reference block is proposed.  
This paper is organized as follows; Section II shows 
the proposed algorithms in detail, section III presents 
test conditions and experimental results, and section 
IV concludes this paper. 
 
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
Overall flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown 
in Figure 1. Each adjacent frame are decomposed to a 
hierarchical structure using Gaussian pyramid [7], 
and forward ME is implemented at the top level. At 
the lower levels, MVs of the top level are refined 
using ME in a small search range. After ME, 
variance-based MVS process finds false MVs and 
corrects them, and these MVs are assigned to the 
bidirectional MVs. Using final MVs, interpolated 
frame is generated. In the following subsections, 
these steps are explained in detail. 

 
Figure 1: Overall flowchart of proposed algorithm. 
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Figure 2: Gaussian pyramid of original frames 

 
Figure 3: Four regions in search range 

A. Motion Estimation 
In order to reduce computational complexity, 
hierarchical ME algorithm is used in this paper. Each 
frame is decomposed to Gaussian pyramid [7] like 
Figure 2 while horizontal size of the top level is more 
than 600 pixels. To avoid error in the top level ME, 
we propose four-directional ME method. At the top 
level, four-directional UME is implemented using 
SAD in forward direction, and it is given by: 
 

 
 
whereSAD  presents the SAD in forward direction, 
Bdenotes current block, p is a pixel position in the 
block B, and v୬ means candidate positions of current 
block in each search range “SR୬”.Four directions are 
represented asn, and Figure 3 shows these regions.v୬ 
including zero point, are the starting points at the 
lower level. 
At the middle level, five starting points of upper level 
are conveyed, and these points are refined using 
UME in a small search range 5x5 around the each 
point. Likewise, at the bottom level, five points of the 
middle level is refined in 5x5 search range, and 
position that has the minimum SAD  value among 
them is selected as the final motion vector of the 
current block. 
 
B. Variance-based motion vector smoothing 
When background is changed, it is hard to find 
correct motions in the boundary regions of the 
moving objects, and residual block of incorrect 
motion vector is likely to have a large variance value. 
Proposed algorithm decides whether a motion vector 
is correct or not by their residual variance as follows: 

 

where V(E) is variance of current residual block E, 
and Th means threshold value. Recursive algorithm in 
[8] is used to setTh, and it is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Method to decide threshold 

 

 
Figure 5: Motion vector candidates in the interpolated frame 
Incorrect motion vectors are corrected using weighted sum of 

neighboring MVs in [4]. 
 

C. Motion vector assignment 
Unidirectional MVs are assigned to the bidirectional 
MVs using the method in [5]. Each motion vector is 
included in the motion vector candidates 
ofcorresponding blocks in the interpolated frame like 
figure 5, and corresponding blocks are defined as the 
blocks that have overlapped regions with double-size 
blockthat is blue area in figure 5.In figure 5, v୬ିଵ 
means MV of the block B

୬ିଵ .At the interpolated 
frame, each block has motion vector candidates, and 
select one motion vector that has minimum sum of 
bidirectional absolute difference (SBAD) value; it is 
given by: 

 
 
where vୡ is motion vector candidates of the current 
block B. 

 
D. Motion compensated interpolation 
Interpolated frames are generated using bidirectional 
motion vectors. Overlapped block motion 
compensation [14] is used at this process. 
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
For the evaluation of the proposed algorithm, 
objective methods and subjective method are used. In  
the objective evaluation, peak signal to noise ratio 
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(PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM), and 
computationtime are measured. Results images are 
shown for the subjective evaluation. 
To meet the latest trends, high efficiency video 
coding (HEVC) standard sequences are used as the 
test sequences. These sequences consist of a variety 
of resolutions up to 2560x1600 and include from 
static sequences to dynamic sequences.  
Specific values in the proposed algorithm are as 
follows; block size at level k is (16 >> k) × (16 >>
k), search range at the top level N is (50>>N), where 
>> means shift operator in C language. 
Table 1 shows experimental results compared with 
other algorithms [4], [9]. At the left side, sequence 

names, their classes, resolutions, and frame numbers 
are indicated. The units of PSNR is decibel (dB), and 
TIME represents relative time compared with 
proposed algorithm, so TIMEs of proposed algorithm 
are all 100 %. Compared with [4], at all sequences 
except BasketballDrill and FourPeople PNSR values 
were increased, and average PSNR was increased 
about 0.3 dB. Average SSIM is maintained as the 
same value, but computation time was reduced over2 
times. Compared with [9], at all sequences PSNRs 
were increased up to 3.916 dB, and average SSIM 
value was increased about 0.015. Also, the 
computation time was reduced about 1.5 times.  

 
Table 1 

Objective results compared with other algorithms 

 
 

Although proposed algorithm has lower PSNRs at 
BasketballDrill and FourPeoplethan [4], it displays 
clearer images than [4] as shown in figure 6 and 7 
particularly in the red and blue lines. Compared with 
[9], proposed algorithm has better visual quality in 
figure 6. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, ME and MVS algorithms for the MC-
FRUC were proposed. In the ME process, four-
directional hierarchical ME wasproposed, and 
variance-based determination was proposed in the 
MVS step. 
As a result, compared with [4], average PSNR was a 
little bit increased, but computation time was reduced 
about 2 times. Compared with [9], average PSNR was 
increased about 3dB, and computation time was 
reduced about 1.5 times. 
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